
Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by Joje - 2009/08/31 18:12
_____________________________________

my yui menu works fine on IE 7 but in firefox the dropdowns Go behind the module below on the page.and they cant be
seen or read what could be the issue?,

you can have a look here www.africaquestsafaris.com otherwise without that slideshow module its fine. http://www.ari-
soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/trouble.jpg

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2009/08/31 19:40
_____________________________________

Hello,

Try to add the following CSS rules to your CSS file, it should help:


#div1
{
  position: relative;
  z-index: 2;
}

#div2
{
  position: relative;
  z-index: 1;
}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by Joje - 2009/09/01 10:04
_____________________________________

Thanks alot Kamrck it worked like a charm, My regards for all and thanks for the gr8 work on your modules, and
Components

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by dbcooper - 2009/09/01 18:30
_____________________________________

HI! Thank you for your menu, I've been searching for one like this a long time ago. I have a problem similar to Joje's. My
sublevel's go under the content on the page (i think). I can't provide you a link, because my page is running locally, but
here is a picture. I tried to put the code you provided into my template.css (don't really know where to put it), but it didn't
help. Thank's for help!
http://img515.imageshack.us/img515/3926/ariw.png

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2009/09/02 06:52
_____________________________________

Hello,
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Add the following CSS rules to your CSS file:


.art-contentLayout .art-sidebar1
{
  position: relative;
  z-index: 2;
  overflow: visible !important;
}

.art-contentLayout .art-content 
{
  position: relative;
  z-index: 1;
}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by dbcooper - 2009/09/02 08:05
_____________________________________

Thank you very much! it works!!!

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2009/09/20 10:36
_____________________________________

Hello,

It seems that it's problem with 'art-Block' CSS class for modules. You can investigate this problem more deeply. If you
use FireFox browser, FireBug addon can help you.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by manos - 2009/10/29 17:21
_____________________________________

hi all

i have the same problem with my website

http://www.technetwork.gr/main

any help would be nice!

thank you!!

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2009/10/29 18:29
_____________________________________
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Hello,

Try to add the following CSS rule to your template CSS file:


.yuimenu
{
  z-index: 100 !important;
}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by manos - 2009/10/29 18:51
_____________________________________

yeap!!!

you are right!  thank you so much!...for the help....and for the module :)

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by manos - 2009/11/10 17:22
_____________________________________

Hi again

it seems ta everytime i put another module module appears at the back.

can you please check it. 

http://www.technetwork.gr/main

thank you so much

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2009/11/10 19:23
_____________________________________

Your flash video contains the following parameter:



use the following parameter instead of it:



Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by manos - 2009/11/10 20:46
_____________________________________

thank you
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============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by manos - 2009/12/08 21:22
_____________________________________

hi

any ideas how to fix it again?  menu appears at the back of the banner-flash

www.technetwork.gr/main

thank you

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2009/12/08 21:29
_____________________________________

Hello,

Add  to  tag for your flash.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by manos - 2009/12/08 21:34
_____________________________________

i did it

is not working


  
 
  

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2009/12/08 21:38
_____________________________________

Add wmode="transparent" attribute to  tag.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by manos - 2009/12/08 21:42
_____________________________________

strange! i did it before but didn't work. 

thank you!!
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============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by najib - 2010/01/18 20:16
_____________________________________

Hello,

I have installed the drop down module on my site. The menu after sliding downwards is getting hidden due to the
template's css. Please help me in fixing this. Should i send the template to you ?.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/01/18 20:32
_____________________________________

Hello,

Could you provide link where we can see this issue?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by najib - 2010/01/18 20:39
_____________________________________

here is the site: _ _ _

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/01/18 20:44
_____________________________________

Open /templates/redevo_aphelion/css/template.css file, find line #118 and comment the following CSS property:


overflow:hidden;


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by najib - 2010/01/18 21:02
_____________________________________

Its working fine now. Sorry it was my mistake, didnt clear the browser cache. Anyways thanks a lot.

Regards,
Najib.

============================================================================

Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by markparsons90 - 2010/05/02 02:26
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_____________________________________

I got the same problem as most people here.  My drop down menu goes behind my photo gallery when I use it.  I got a
module named photo gallery 7 but I do not have it published now because of this reason.  I'm not much of a programmer
at all.  Any help would greatly be appreciated.  My web site's address is http://auntiembb.ca/test/index.php and I have
attached my template css. 

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by markparsons90 - 2010/05/02 02:28
_____________________________________

Here's the template http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/files/template.zip

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/02 08:03
_____________________________________

Hello,

Enable gallery, please, that we can see this issue.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by markparsons90 - 2010/05/02 17:08
_____________________________________

ok photo gallery 7 is enabled, thanks for the help

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/02 17:18
_____________________________________

This problem with flash object which is used by your gallery. If you add wmode="transparent" attribute to flash object,
everything should work fine.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by markparsons90 - 2010/05/02 18:19
_____________________________________

I still can't get it to work.  I might be putting it in the wrong spot.  Do you know which file it should be going into.  I'm not
much of a programmer at all.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/02 18:21
_____________________________________

We can help you, if you provide temporary access to your Joomla! backend by email or you can contact developers of
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gallery extension.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by markparsons90 - 2010/05/02 18:29
_____________________________________

I just sent the e-mail, thanks for the help

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/02 19:09
_____________________________________

Try now, please.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by markparsons90 - 2010/05/02 19:11
_____________________________________

It works great!  Thanks a million.  How did you do it?

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/02 19:16
_____________________________________

We have fixed template in oziGallery component.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by markparsons90 - 2010/05/02 19:18
_____________________________________

Thanks guys!  You guys are great!

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by final - 2010/05/03 20:26
_____________________________________

Another one Sorry to keep you busy.

www.drukkerijdenhoed.nl 

If you select "Verstuur uw bestanden" it opens www.wetransfer.com in a iframe (wrapper). I t is an flash driven site. I tried
your sugestions but was not able to get the menu dropdownlists above de iframe.
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Thanks it advance for your help.

Perry

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/03 20:49
_____________________________________

Hello,

This problem with flash object in . If you add the following parameter to  tag, everything will work fine:





Regads,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by final - 2010/05/04 09:14
_____________________________________

thanks for this quick reply.

I don't know where to put this parameter you suggest.

Somewhere in the template.css ??? or in de index.php?

Thanks for the help!

Perry

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/04 09:34
_____________________________________

This parameter should be specified for flash object from . Now HTML code for this flash object looks like:



  
  
  


use the following code:



  
  
  
  


It can be problem to add this parameter, if you don't have access to http://www.wetransfer.com source files because it
requires additional coding.
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Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by final - 2010/05/04 11:00
_____________________________________

Wetransfer is not my site ;-) Thanks anyway on apple safari it is OK now. Should be the same with chrome (same engine)

I'll keep trying to find a solution.

Perry

============================================================================

[Solved]Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by tntsolid - 2010/05/07 23:54
_____________________________________

Hello,

I tried all of the mentioned CSS 
solutions but no luck, my menu
still goes under and disappears.(Specially on Firefox)
This is the URL:
http://timeshareownerscommunity.com/exchange-rent/userslist.html



I am using 
Joomla 1.5.17
Community Builder 1.2
ARI YUI Menu 1.0.4

Thank you very much for your help.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by final - 2010/05/08 06:54
_____________________________________

At wich position did you publish your menu? if I type ?tp=1 behind your url and do a refresh it will show all your positions I
see no  on that spot try position top-b that looks better for the menu. If you make the font of the menu a bit larger it looks
better. with the rest of the site.

Another thing is to start your div that is bothering you with clear: both to clear previous div's

Keep trying the solution will come! The ARI team is very helpfull.

Perry

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by tntsolid - 2010/05/08 15:56
_____________________________________

It is published under content-top-a, I already tried under top-b
but I got the same result. I hope somebody can help.
Thank's.
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============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by tntsolid - 2010/05/10 15:08
_____________________________________

Thank you for your reply, the menu it's enabled again and you can see it on the original posted link.
Thank you for your time and help.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/10 18:16
_____________________________________

Add the following CSS rule to your template CSS file:


.rt-container #rt-content-top
{
  overflow: visible;
  height: 170px;
}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by tntsolid - 2010/05/10 19:29
_____________________________________

Thank you for your help, it improved after I added the CSS but still shows  problems:
On Firefox the top option of the ub-cat E.U. goes under and on IE 8 it shows now, but still under the text located below.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/10 20:45
_____________________________________

Could you provide screenshot where we can see what you mean? You can send it by email.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by tntsolid - 2010/05/11 15:47
_____________________________________

Thank you very much ARI Soft for all your great support, the problem is fixed thanks to you by adding the following CSS
code to my main template CSS:

BODY #rt-main-surround
{
  overflow: visible;
}
 
BODY .rt-container #rt-content-top
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{
  position: relative;
  z-index: 2;
}

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by jmarian1 - 2010/05/11 23:55
_____________________________________

HI. I am having the same trouble also. I have a video in my homepage and the drop down menu goes behind it. I tried
some of the suggestions and tweak the code but it doesn't work. URL: http://www.auw.org. Please help. Thanks.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by jmarian1 - 2010/05/11 23:56
_____________________________________

HI. I am having the same trouble also. I have a video in my homepage and the drop down menu goes behind it. I tried
some of the suggestions and tweak the code but it doesn't work. Please help. Thanks. http://www.ari-
soft.com/images/fbfiles/files/copy.doc

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/12 05:47
_____________________________________

Hello,

This problem with HTML code of video file. It looks like:












use the following code instead of current code:













Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by jmarian1 - 2010/05/12 09:23
_____________________________________

Thanks a lot for your help. Your code works but I have to sacrifice the background color though otherwise it will not work.
Thanks again.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by addyap - 2010/05/13 11:49
_____________________________________

Hello,

I installed the menu system yesterday, very nice except I seem to have the same problem as the guys here.

Site is CFAR-m and you can see that if you mouse over the item Contact Us, the sub menu's are under the module being
used for the CFAR-m presentation.

Is there a way I can rectify this for the whole site as I have the same problem on any page where another module is
parallel to a sub-menu item.

Thank you in advance for your help,
Antony

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/13 11:56
_____________________________________

Hello,

This problem with Flash object on your page. Use the following code for Flash object instead of current code:






In other words, add wmode="transparent" attribute to  tag.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by addyap - 2010/05/13 12:00
_____________________________________

Thank you for your reply, but I don't understand how to do what you suggest.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/13 12:04
_____________________________________

Change HTML code of Flash object on your page. Currently it doesn't support transparency due to 'ARI YUI Menu' is
hidden under Flash object. If you can't do it by yourself, you can provide temporary access to your Joomla! backend by
email and we'll help you.
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Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by addyap - 2010/05/13 12:09
_____________________________________

Hello,

I have just emailed you with admin access information. Thank you in advance for your help.

Best wishes,
Antony

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/05/13 12:20
_____________________________________

Try now, please. It was a problem with 'SlideShare' plugin because it didn't add transparency attribute to Flash object.
We have updated this plugin.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by addyap - 2010/05/13 12:27
_____________________________________

Thank you very much. Everything is working fine. 

Fantastic, quick support!

Best wishes,
Antony

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by jmarian1 - 2010/06/01 20:53
_____________________________________

HI, although I mentioned that the drop down menu works after adding the wmode="transparent" in my flash video, I found
out that on the first visit to the site, the video works perfectly but once you go to other pages of the site and go back to
the frontpage where the video located, it doesn't show the video anymore but just the background color. I tried to use
quicktime file also thinking that it may be a problem in flash but still the same. I also tried to change work around the css
file but I didn't have any luck. Is there a way how to show the video after refresh or come back to the homepage? Please
advice. My site is www.auw.org. Thanks.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/06/02 06:08
_____________________________________

Hello,

It seems this issue appears only in IE browsers. Could you provide temporary access to your Joomla! backend by email
that we can investigate this problem?
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Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by kriztan - 2010/06/02 09:51
_____________________________________

Hi,
I've the same problem with my site.
The menu goes below my votings. 
Can you help me?

Thanks Christian

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/06/02 10:00
_____________________________________

Hello,

Add the following CSS rules to your template CSS file:


div#tabarea
{
  position: relative;
  z-index: 30000;
}

div#whitebox
{
  position: relative;
  z-index: 1;
}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by kriztan - 2010/06/02 10:09
_____________________________________

Thanks a lot, I've added the rules to my css. Everything is working fine!

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/06/02 11:12
_____________________________________

 to jmarian1: It seems this isn't 'ARI YUI Menu' issue, it's problem with IE cache. We suppose if you disable 'ARI YUI
Menu', this issue is still appeared. 

Regards,
ARI Soft
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============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by jmarian1 - 2010/06/02 20:08
_____________________________________

HI, thanks for your reply. You are right, this may be a problem in IE because it does work fine in Firefox. Anyway, I will
wait until you have the solution for the problem in IE. Thanks for your help.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/06/02 20:10
_____________________________________

This isn't the module issue, this problem with IE cache. You can disable 'ARI YUI Menu' module and see that this issue
still appears.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by nstoker - 2010/06/08 12:34
_____________________________________

Hi

More z-index issues for me.  I have a Joomla site, where the mwnus go behind an image display plug in ()called
Bonckowall) (see my site at
http://www.chelseadegreeshow.org/2010/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=5&Itemid=11)  .  I am not very
familiar with z-index, but tried assigning the div containing the menu a lower one than that containing the image viewer.

Any help welcome - I really found the menus easy to install and use, and have done some css restyling.

Thanks
Neil   http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/files/stoker.zip

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/06/08 12:45
_____________________________________

Hello,

It isn't issue with z-index, this problem with flash object on your page. It requires wmode="transparent" attribute that it'll
be transparent. In other words, now HTML code for this flash looks like:



         
         
         
         
         
      


but it should be
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Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by nstoker - 2010/06/08 15:14
_____________________________________

You were right!  Changes I needed to make were to add:

(1) 

and

(2)wmode="transparent" inside the  tag. 

(see http://animation.about.com/od/flashanimationtutorials/ss/flashwmode_4.htm)

That makes me so happy!

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by dalbergh - 2010/07/06 18:45
_____________________________________

I am having the same problem of the dropdown menu going behind another modulein IE7 / IE8 Compatibility mode. 
Could someone take a look at it for me http://apollotelemed.com 

thanks,
Dan

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/07/06 21:14
_____________________________________

Hello,

Try to add the following CSS rules:


BODY #header
{
  z-index: 2;
}

BODY #wrapper
{
  z-index: 1;
  position: relative;
}
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BODY
{
  position: relative;
}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by Woodyka - 2010/07/27 18:19
_____________________________________

I'm a beginner in joomla, but I've the same problem.

My submenus go under the main section of the site.

How can I solve this problem? I read about the solutions, but I can't use it.

I'm just a beginner.

Thank you!

My site: woodyka2.net16.net

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/07/27 20:32
_____________________________________

Hello,

Provide link to page, please, where we can see the menu on your site. Link which you have provided doesn't contain
'ARI YUI Menu'.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by Woodyka - 2010/07/28 07:19
_____________________________________

I checked my site, http://woodyka2.net16.net, and the main menu in the left section is the ARY Yui menu module.

And the submenus goes under the main module.

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/07/28 09:05
_____________________________________

When we try to open link which you provided in a browser, we see the following:

 http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/site.png 

Regards,
ARI Soft
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============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by Woodyka - 2010/07/28 09:54
_____________________________________

Ah, okay, I see. I could configure my joomla and test at home, correctly. I thought your pic is a local problem at my school
(I'm on a system admin course).

I'm triing to solve this problem, and ask you later.

Thank you very much!

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by Woodyka - 2010/07/28 18:35
_____________________________________

Now, the service provider, 000webhost.com informed me, the website review finhished. I hope you may now help me. 

Http://woodyka2.net16.net

Gratefully thanks: 

Woodyka
Hungary

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/07/28 20:25
_____________________________________

Add the following CSS rule:


body .art-contentLayout .art-sidebar1
{
 overflow: visible;
}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by Woodyka - 2010/07/29 05:21
_____________________________________

You're pro. Gratefully thanks! It works perfectly!

Woodyka

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by paul - 2010/07/29 12:25
_____________________________________

Same problem.  Tried a bunch of the solutions, but maybe I am not putting them in the right place.  I've only added one
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submenu so far, but I can tell it's dropping behind the content on every page.  

Could you take a look at www.weekendwalk.com?  I'm sorry, I pretty much know nothing about css, but can't afford to
hire a designer yet1 :( 

Also, I've tried repeatedly to figure out how to decrease the height of the menu (it's the mainmenu) so that the line is
even at the end of it, but can't figure that out either.  

Otherwise, I'm amazed at how easily I've gotten as far as I have with this dropdown biz, so thanks for the module.

PS

============================================================================

Re:Drop down menus go below another module
Posted by admin - 2010/07/29 13:15
_____________________________________

Hello,

Try to add the following CSS rules:


#pillmenu .yuimenubar ul ul a,
#pillmenu .yuimenubar ul ul li
{
 float: none;
}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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